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This thesis represents the beginning of a project
that will study the behavior of emerging nation - states.
The project purposes to reason by induction and analogy
from the individual to the nation by aggregating individual
needs, abilities, knowledge and decision rules in much the
same manner that economists move from the micro-economics
of the individual to the macro-economics of the nation.
This thesis reports the work to date. It consists
of a description of a simple aspiration model of man in an
environment barren of all social interactions. The thesis
represents man's efforts to utilize his environment to
provide the essentials for survival by modeling the inter-
face between man and the environment in terms of man's needs,
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This thesis represents the beginning of a project by
the author whose purpose is a study of the behavior of
emerging nation - states.
Initially the author devoted considerable time to
searching the literature and exploring the range of
disciplines that seemed to bear on the topic, in particular
the areas of economics, political science, and sociology.
This initial investigation brought home the fact that
relatively few authors have approached the problem of
national development on an interdisciplinary level.
Economists generate volumes of input-output analyses
and political scientists discuss at length the transition
of power, while sociologists, in general, concern themselves
with the "micro-sociology" of the family or community.
Seldom are these disciplines seen together in print. All
of these disciplines have developed insights into the workings
of a nation - state, their weakness is that each stands alone,
lacking the strength that could be derived from embracing
other disciplines.
Notable exceptions to the above generalization have
come from Hagen {_Z^ , Doob S35\ , Erasmus [18] and
Goodenough [ilj . These authors have investigated the nature
of social and cultural change and are representative of the
inter disciplinary effort in this area since 1960. These
writings give some hint of the advantages of an interdis-
ciplinary study of the behavior of nations. It is hoped
that this project will encompass the thinking of as many
disciplines as can offer significant insights into the
behavior of emerging nation - states.
Reviewing the concepts of national development it
becomes clear that the common denominator of the effort
is man. The economists, the sociologist , the political
scientist ,each examines man in a different context, but
all examine man. Government and economies exist because
of and for man. It is evident that to understand the
development of nations one first must understand the
development of man in a social context.
The project posed as simply as above, is deceiving.
The task of synthesis and of crystallization of the many
concepts of national behavior is monumental, however, the
project has been divided into six phases and will be
undertaken in manageable segments. This thesis reports
the work of the first phase.
This thesis presents a model of an individual man
alone in an environment barren of all facets of social
interaction. The model represents man's efforts to utilize
his environment to survive in terms of individual needs,
abilities, knowledge and decision rules. The model is a
simple aspiration model and while it incorporates
abstractions, temptations to develop a more elegant model
have been resisted because it is felt that the essentials
of man's behavior in an environment without social inter-
actions can be represented by a model of the interface
between needs and abilities and because at the same time
a simple model will introduce fewer problems when, in later
phases, the model is aggregated to represent groups of men.
The second phase of the project will introduce two
men, each represented by the model developed in this thesis,
into an environment again devoid of social interactions.
The project will investigate the interaction of the two
men as they utilize the same environment to provide the
essentials for survival. It is hypothesised that this
phase of the project will develop the basis for and an
understanding of the phenomeon of cooperation and conflict.
The next phase of the project will introduce a group
of men, modeled as an aggregation of the individual modeled
by this thesis. In addition the model will be structured as
necessary to simulate the roles the group might adopt to
control the cooperation and/or conflict demonstrated
by the previous phase of the project. It is hypothesised
that this phase of the project will be able to analyse the
elementary functions of government and their ability to
support the needs of men. During this phase of the project
the model of man will be expanded to represent not only the
interaction between man and his environment but also the
interaction between man and other men.
Phase four of the project will introduce the structure
necessary to represent the functions of an economy. It is
hypothesised that as the number of men modeled increases
and/or as the geographic extent of the modeled environment
increases it will be necessary for the institutions of
industry and trade to be introduced if the group of men
are to be able to utilize the environment in a manner that
will provide the essentials for survival for all.
The fifth phase of the project will consider the
elementry functions necessary to allow a group of individuals
to pass their knowledge to their descendants. It is
hypothesised that a successful nation must incorporate
institutions that can provide not only for it's citizens of
the present but also for its citizens of the future, thus
the functions of education will be incorporated into the
model at this phase.
The final phase of the project will synthesize the
efforts of all earlier phases. Aggregated individuals will
be represented in an environment modeled to represent not
only the physical world but also the social functions of
control, economy, and education. It is hypothesised that
certain minimum requirements can be shown to exist if these
three social institutions are to structure the group to
allow each individual to be able to derive from the
environment and the group those things he needs for survival.
This thesis is presented in five sections. Section one
provides a brief description of the six phases of the
project. Section two begins the report of the work to date.
It consists of a description of a simple aspiration model
of man in an environment barren of all social interactions.
The model represents man's efforts to utilize his environment
to provide the essentials of survival by modeling the inter-
face between man and the environment in terms of man's
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needs, abilities, knowledge, and decision rules. Section
two reports the study's definition of environment, need,
ability, knowledge, and decision rule. Section three
describes the dynamics of the model and offers a heuristic
demonstration of the requirements necessary for an
equilibrium to exist in the model. Equilibrium at this
point represents man's ability to derive the essentials of
survival from the environment. Section four examines the
conditions for equilibrium in some detail, considering the
effect of changes in the levels of the exogenous variables.
Changes in these variables are represented and their effect
upon the equilibrium of the model is investigated. Section
five summarizes the study and points to the next step in
the over all effort. A selected bibliography is included
that is representative of the range of literature concerned
with the subject of the behavior of emerging nation - states
2. Elements of the Model
Environment
Environment in this thesis is modeled to represent
a portion of the physical world. Environment is represented
by describing the dimensions or attributes of the geography
and flora and fauna of some portion of the physical world.
Specific examples of the flora and fauna are called
environment elements and are represented by an n-tuple
each of whose components describes one dimension or attribute
of the portion of the environment it represents. The thesis
specifically utilizes two of the components. It is assumed
that the remaining components will be detailed when
appropriate during later phases of the project.
Environment elements and their components are represent-
ed as below:
\— y, ^^element of the environment
Cu * component of the m^ element
[--_ physical distance from man, a measure
\ of distance
T *
£^ M utilization potential, a measure of
\
quantity
Elements of the environment are modeled to simulate
periodic changes associated with the location on earth
they represent. The passage of night and day and seasonal
transitions are represented by changes in the environment
elements in accordance with some periodic function.
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Additionally, the elements may experience random change
representing such events as earthquakes or unnatural
extremes of climate.
Thus the environment once defined by a set of
environment elements and a set of initial conditions will
change in accordance with functions representing the cycles
of the universe and the occurrence of random events.
It is assumed that the man modeled in the study will
utilize elements of the environment to satisfy his needs,
once utilized these elements are removed from the environ-
ment. The possibility that man may be motivated to modify
certain elements of the environment to satisfy his needs is
recognized, but will not be modeled at this point in the
project.
Man
The model represents the efforts of man to aquire and
utilize elements of the environment in order to provide the
essentials for survival. The model represents the behavior
of man in terms of four factors: need, ability, knowledge
and decision rules.
Need
Needs can be classified as vital needs and aquired
needs. This study considers only vital needs. Vital needs
are needs that are literally vital to man's existance. If
vital needs remain unfulfilled man can not survive.
Man's needs have been investigated by scientists.
It is known, for example, that man needs a variety of foods
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to provide the necessities for life. It is known that
man's need for protien places man (and all animals) in need
of plant life. It is known that man's body chemistry needs
water to function properly. The above facts illustrate the
manner in which science has demonstrated some of man's
needs.
It should be noted that the above reflects only a
portion of man's understanding of his vital needs and that
it is not necessary for man to understand his needs in order
for him to behave as if he understood them. Man searches
out food in response to some nebulous feeling called
hunger; he knows he needs food even if he does not know
why. The model incorporates this internal mechanism by
assuming that man can determine his needs as outlined in
the following paragraphs.
It is assumed that for each of man's needs there
exists a Desired Need Level, NJ # at which that need is
satisfied. The determination of the desired need level is
exogenous to this model and desired need levels once
introduced will remain fixed.
Additionally, for each need the model incorporates a
Need Time, 1 , a length of time during which an unfulfilled
need must be satisfied if man is to survive. Need times are
determined exogenously and once introduced are fixed. Thus
each of man's needs can be represented by an ordered pair,
Desired Need level, Need time,\W > *
J
.
The actual need level determined by man is represented
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in the model with the symbol, \\\ \\^ , where the subscript \
denotes the Y1^ need during time period V^_ as determined
by the mechanism internal to the model of man. In summary:
\\\
'. represents the desired need level
of the v* need, a number determined
exogenouisly to indicate a level at which
the need is said to be satisfied.
\
', represents the need time of the y^ need
a number determined exogenously to indicate
the time during which man must satisfy
need \ if it is unfulfilled.
V ^m \ ) represents the two demensions of the \
need, the level at which it is satisfied
\sA\ and the time alowed to satisfy the
need \\ if it is unfulfilled.
M\v> represents the actual need level of the \ ^
need during time period \^ .
A need is satisfied if the actual need level is equal
to or greater than the desired need level. Thus K(\ ^ VA\V_
implies need \ is satisfied in the V period.
Correspondingly, Ki ( ^N\L_ ' implies need \ is unfulfilled
during time period V^ .
If a need is unfulfilled at sometime, it must be
satisfied within the need time if man is to be represented
as surviving. In summary:
biL^- Vl' t VVlp'-^VV represents a set of conditions
which indicate that a need unfulfilled
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at timee-vlhas been satisfied by time
within the need time.
(0^<N> "£ NJ;^<N| represent a set of conditions which
indicate that a need unfulfilled at time W.
has not been satisfied by time WV~V thus
man does not survive.
Desired need levels can be thought of as aspiration*
levels and in this context they represent minimum levels
of attainment.
The model incorporates the assumptions that the needs
of man can be partitioned into a finite number of categories
and that all actual need levels and desired levels are
measured on the same scale. This scale will represent
quantity and will be modeled as the real line.
It is assumed that man will not utilize the elements
of his environment unless he is motivated by an unfulfilled
need and further that if man is confronted with more than
one unfulfilled need he will act to satisfy all needs as
quickly as possible.
The difference between the desired need level and the
actual need level QN\\ — >A;U j will be called the motivation
level, \A\\^ , where the subscript | represents the r* need
and vj, represents the W time period.
The more general notion of motivation includes not
only the motivation level but also the need time in which
the unfulfilled need must be satisfied if the man is to
survive. The general concept of motivation will be
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represented by the ordered pair; Motivation level,
Need Time/ r\L V^ ) •
Ability
Ability is represented by a set f\ , each element
i
p\ of which models one of the mental or physical
capabilities of the individual represented in the study.
Elements of the ability set represent fixed levels of ability
for each of the capabilities. It is assumed that the ability
levels modeled in this study have been selected from
distributions representive of the entire range of human
ability.
Only one element of man's ability set is specifically
defined in this thesis. The remaining elements will be
defined during later phases of the project, as appropriate.
The defined element is man's capacity for movement
measured as a rate (ft/sec). In summary:
i
]\^ represents the r^ element of man's ability
(\ represents man's capacity for movement,
measured as a rate, ft/sec.
The model abstracts from the problem the degradation
of capabilities due to fatigue, aging and illness and
the increase of capabilities due to the learning of physical
skills or development of physical capabilities.
Two restrictions are placed on man's mental ability.
Once man has aquired knowledge he does not forget and man
is unable to percieve of the future.
Man's physical ability is clearly important to the
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model for it defines the extent of his environment and thus
the number of elements in the environment potentially useful
to him. If man is unable to move to a portion of the
environment it is as if that portion of the environment
did not exist.
Man's mental ability is equally important, specifically
the capacity of man's senses to perceive. All man learns
of his environment is derived from his capacity to percieve
his environment and his capacity to organize his perceptions.
Decision Rules
Man's decision rules are represented in the model by
a set of rules that determine which of any set of
alternative courses of action will be pursued.
Two decision rules are specifically defined in this
phase of the project. It is assumed that man will remain
inactive until motivated by one or more unfulfilled needs.
Further it is assumed that once confronted with an unful-
filled need man will choose to satisfy the unfulfilled need
by selecting an element of the environment that can satisfy
the need within the need time. The implications of these
rules are described in Section 3.
Knowledge
The man represented by the model has an initial
stock of knowledge. This knowledge is of two types,
identification and understanding. Identification represents
knowledge of the components of the n-tuple representing an
environment element. Understanding represents knowledge
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that a specific environment element can be utilized to
satisfy one of man's needs.
The model allows man to add to his stock of knowledge
by organizing his perceptions of the environment. During
each time period man experiences a number of sensations by
way of his sense organs. These sensations allow man to
become aware of the dimensions and attributes of the
various elements. The dimensions and attributes of the
elements are represented by the component of an n-tuple.
Gradually man will accumulate sensations that will make
him aware of all the components of a specific environment
element. When man has knowledge of all of the components of
an environmental element man is said to have identified
that element.
The process of identification is modeled in the
following manner. Man perceives a set of sensations^
(
during some time period, each element ,->i ,of this set
represents a specific sensation about a specific environment
element during the time period, thus each element of the set
of sensations is also a component of some environment element
At each time period man examines the sensation of all
previous time periods and extracts all sensations pertaining
to the same environment element, Dwl! , if man has a
complete set of components for some environment element vO t.^
man has identified that element and it is added to his stock
of identification knowledge. In summary:
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0\^ a set of sensations percieved during time
period V^
-<£.u'vV^ an element of o\^ representing a sensation
of the mA^ environment element's Z^
component during time period V
]2_M
is the r^ component of the ^^ element
thusAM\W_ is the same as P u
\
K^)kH\\ represents mans procedure of examining
all sensations he has received.
•ft"
dimensions and attributes of environment
O t-4 represents all the components of environment





-1 sJIahII represents the conditions for identification.
If the set of components of environment
element is contained in the set of
perceptions received by man to time ,
man has identified environment element
Man discovers that an environment element can be utilized
to satisfy a need by comparing the newly identified element
with elements from his stock of understanding knowledge. If
the new element is the same as, or "almost" the same as, an
element of the understanding stock man incorporates the new
element into his stock of understanding as an element that
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is capable of satisfying the same needs as the "reference"
element from the original stock of understanding.
This procedure is represented in the model as follows.
The components of the new element and the reference element
are compared component by component and the difference





difference is less than some number, <^) representing the
quality of mans senses, man treats the new element as if it
were the "reference" element. Delta bar is the model's way
of representing the quality of man's sensors. If delta bar
is small,man can distinguish clearly between different
environment elements. If delta bar is large, the man is
unable to make fine distinctions between environment elements
In summary:
U-u the l component of environment elements
,




^ z the * v component of environment element 2.
,
a element from the understanding stock.
The reference element.
t~M~ ^2.1 represents the comparisons of the elements
A
component by component. Note the we are
interested in the magnitude of the
difference not the sign.
represents the largest difference between
components of the new and reference elements
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S\ a number representing quality of mans
sensors.
^RK lt H~~^z\^ ^ represent the condition for man to recognize
element ^4 as being the same as element tl. .
If the magnitude of the largest difference
between the component of the new element
and the reference element is less than or
equal to some number, man treats the new
element as the reference element.
Man may understand a new element to be the same as more
than one reference element from his stock of understanding.
This condition represents the fact that a specific element of
the environment may be used for more than one purpose, in
particular to satisfy more than one need.
If the difference represented above is greater than
delta bar but less than or equal to another number
representing man's willingness to accept the risks of utiliz-
ing elements he does not understand, man's behavior can be
modeled as trial and error learning. Delta double bar here
represents the risk of trial and error learning, a risk
inherent in the nature of the situation modeled by this
study. Man alone in an environment must experiment, must
resort to trial and error learning, if he is to add to his
stock of understanding. There are no schools or books to
pass on the knowledge of others, there are no others to
watch and learn from by example. Trial and error learning
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represents a risk to the man because he has no way of know-
ing that the elements of the environment he has identified
can be used to satisfy his needs, he can only try then and
expose himself to the possibility that the element may be
useless or perhaps hazardous to him. The model incorporates
this behavior by the procedure summarized below.
xv^lvr v _7ZM represents the comparison of the components
and the selection of the largest difference.
^\ is a number determined exogonously that
represents mans willingness to accept the
risk of trial and error learning.
^V^Mtc tzl^ ^ is a condition that represents the fact
that man has identified an element of the
environment and although he does not under-
stand it, it is similar enough to an under-
stood element that man is willing to accept
whatever risks may be involved in using the
element to satisfy needs.
If the above condition holds the newly identified element
may be utilized to satisfy a need in accordance with man's
decision rules. If the element satisfies the unfulfilled
need, the element will be introduced to mans stock of under-
standing knowledge. If the element does not satisfy the
unfulfilled need, man can not survive.
^<^Wync1x\\:
-E2 1 is a condition that denies to man the
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possibility of utilizing the newly
identified element to satisfy his needs.
If the above condition holds the newly identified
element is not forgotten and the process summarized above
will be repeated in its entirety during succeeding time
periods.
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3. Dynamics of the Model.
Man and the environment are in equilibrium if man's
needs are satisfied or if man can aquire and utilize elements
of the environment to satisfy unfulfilled needs in times
less than the need times of the respective needs. In
summary:
if \^;^Vi^ for all 1 and all ^ 7 the
model is in equilibrium. The condition
requires that the actual need level of
all the needs be greater than or equal
to the desired need level during all time
periods.
If\\\,>\^ andNl;<V)"\^ for all \ the
model is in equilibrium. The condition
requires that all actual need levels,
If less than the desired need levels during
period V^ , must be greater than or equal to
the desired need levels during the
period \e.W time TT later than the original
time period.
During each time period there are elements in the
environment that man can aquire and utilize to satisfy his
needs, these elements we designate resources. Some resources
man can utilized to satisfy one need, some he can utilize to
satisfy several needs. The resources associated with the
satisfaction of a particular need we designate a resource-
need set. In summary:
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j^ the set of resources
K/N\ is a resources-need set associated with
the \^V need.
^^ *V \
s j!\ ^he combination of all resource-need sets
creates the set of resources.
Each resource need set is generated as an intersection
of three sets. A set of elements present in the environment
during a specific time period. A set of elements man can
physically aquire and utilize. A set of elements belonging
to man's stock of understanding and of elements man has






Consider how these elemental sets are formed. The
set of elements in the environment is defined initially along
with the manner in which these elements will change within
the environment. Thus elements initially defined as being
present in the environment may disappear and then reappear
in accordance with some function. The model allows
environment elements to change in one of three ways. First,
in accordance with rules that represent the daily or seasonal
changes. These rules would allow for the periodic appearance
and disappearance of some environment elements. Second,
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elements may be removed from the environment by man. These
elements would reappear in the environment in accordance
with the periodic rules suggested above. Finally, a random
event may "destroy" all the elements in some portion of the
environment. The reappearance of these environment
elements would depend upon the amount of destruction and
the periodic rules cited above.
The set of elements that man is capable of aquiring
and utilizing is not time dependent. Man's capabilities
as defined in the model are constant. Anything man can do
in one time period he can do in another time period. An
element that man can aquire and utilize during any time
period is an element of this set regardless of whether or
not it is in the environment at present.
The set of elements about which man has knowledge
never decreases. Since man in the model can not forget,
the number of elements in the set must either increase or
stay the same. Elements assigned to this set are elements
that man has incorporated into his stock of understanding
and elements that man has identified and whose utilization
man is willing to risk in order to satisfy some specific
unfulfilled need. Some elements of the environment belong
to several knowledge sets since some elements are capable
of satisfying different specific needs.
Each time period furnishes man with an additional set
of sensations and thus with additional potential understanding
of his environment. In the model as in life time provides
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man with the potential for increased knowledge.
The sets of elements described above can be defined
for any time period. The intersection of the three
elemental sets defines for man a set, the elements of which
are capable of satisfying unfulfilled needs at a given time.
The elements included in the set, the resource-need set,
will vary as the elements of the elemental sets.
The above discussion illustrates the construction of
resource needs sets as they exist in the model. Consider
now the process by which the model allows man to choose the
specific element of the appropriate resource-need set to
satisfy some unfullfilled need.
During some time period man compares the actual need
level with the desired need level of all of his needs and
determines the motivation that exists. Having determined
the motivation that exists he selects elements from the
appropriate resource need set in a manner that can be
represented as follows:
Each element of each resource-need set represents an
element of the environment and as such is an n-tuple each
component of which is a dimension of the element. Man
considers two of these components, distance from man and
utilization potential. For each element he forms the ratio
of distance from man over man's ability ^M/A to generate
a time called Time To Utilize
(
"6
. Then he compares the
satisfaction potential, time to utilize pair(l~M / ) with the
motivation level, need time pairlY\\vt|\\J and selects those
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elements that can satisfy his needs in the appropriate time.
To examine the dynamics of the model consider a
scenario in which man for some time has existed in an
environment by utilizing certain elements of the environment
to satisfy his needs. The conditions for equilibrium
defined earlier hold.
H\ >V\\V \ H;4K\;W
An event occurs that removes the environment elements
that man had been using to satisfy his needs. The model
utilizes the following mechanism to satisfy the unfulfilled
needs. At some time after the event man determines the
actual need level of his needs and compares them with the
desired need levels. At timeif>\
(
\y\}C-^ ^ ] and UAi-^Oi )
exist. Man then examines the elements of resource-need
set one and two and performs the following operations on
each element.
"E'A cK/bl shows that t^ belongs to the first resource
need set. It represents one of the elements
of a set of elements each of which is capable
of satisfying need number one.
^ ,<^\xA\\1 shows that til belongs to the second
resource need set, it represents one of
the elements of a set of elements each of




1/^ ~ M^- is the time to utilize element \ to satisfy
need one.
m
Man then forms a reduced resource-need set. A set
of elements capable of satisfying his needs.
is the reduced '^ resource-need set at
time "6
man then chooses those elements from each set that allow
him to satisfy all of his needs in the shortest possible
time. This decision rule can be expressed:
o
subject to the constraint
The above rule allows man to satisfy his needs
serially and requires that the need be satisfied in some
sequence. It is assumed that man satisfies his needs within
the required time frame and in the sequence specified by
the decision rule.
If the model is in equilibrium resource elements exist
that allow man to follow the above procedures with the
result that both needs are satisfied by the time period
It should be noted that the environment elements
utilized in the above discussion to satisfy needs could be
elements that man has identified and whose utilization he
is willing to risk. If the environment element is success-
fully utilized man's stock of understanding will be increased
28
accordingly. If the environment element is not capable
of satisfying the unfulfilled need the model will be out
of equilibrium and man will not survive.
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4. The Affect of Changes in the Exogenous Variables.
The previous section detailed the dynamics of
the model and showed heuristically that an equilibrium
exists for the model at some level of the exogenous
variables. Specifically it can be shown that the variables
representing man's ability to move A Need Time \\ and
distance from man \z.~ must be related so that the
distance from man is less than the product of the need time
and the ability of man to move if an element of the
environment is to be utilized by man to provide himself
with the essentials for survival. If man is to survive
there must be some portion of the environment that satisfies




V- <* \- j-\ This condition shows the environment
element a distance from man less than
the distance represented by mans ability
to move in the need time.
Additionally the various exogenous variables must satisfy
the condition represented below:
This condition requires that if a need is
unfulfilled there must be an environment
element whose utilization potential is
greater than the quantity needed to satisfy
the unfulfilled needs.
Considered together the two conditions require that
the exogenous variables be in such proportions as to allow
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man to aquire and utilize some element of the environment
quickly enough to satisfy his unfulfilled needs.
It is to be emphasized that the exact level of the
exogenous variables are unimportant, rather the proportions
of the variables are important. If man's capability is
increased the environment elements can be more distant, if
man's needs are reduced environment elements can have
reduced utilization potential.
It is instructive to consider the effect upon the
model of a change in any one of the exogenous variables.
For this consideration the model will initially be assumed
to be in equilibrium and the variables will be considered
in the order in which they were introduced in Section 2.
Two dimensions of the environment have been specifically
defined, distance from man and utilization potential. A
change in the environment could be represented by a change
in these components of the environment elements. A harsher
environment could be represented by either an increase in
the distance from man or a decrease in the utilization
potential, indicating that resources are scarce in the
environment or that the resources that do exist are relatively
unable to satisfy man's needs. Clearly if all other variables
remain constant the environment can be represented as being
so harsh that the model can have no equilibrium.
Lt7 L-u * Uu t^\ where t-^i is the new distance from man and *s,
represents the increased distance from man.
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Ey*1 . ^ <-t
Clearly c^ can be made so large that the inequality does
not hold. If the inequality is destroyed the condition that
represents mans ability to move to the desired element of
environment within the need time is destroyed, thus man
can not aquire the element in time to survive.
Alternatively by reducing the utilization potential
of the elements
Um * ^n""/^ where lc^ is the new utilization potential
tLu, E^ >v\\W
Again A can be made so large that the inequality does
not hold. If the inequality is destroyed the condition that
represents the environment's ability to provide the quantity
of the element required to satisfy some unfulfilled need
is destroyed and man can not survive because he can not
satisfy his needs.
This analysis also reveals that changes in the environ-
ment that decreased the distance from man or increase the
utilization potential can not remove the equilibrium of
the model. That is the conditions for equilibrium
represented by the inequalities can not be destroyed when
the signs of 0( and A are reversed.
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Man's desired need level is defined exogenously and
could be defined at some different level. Again this
variable could be defined so as to remove the possibility
of an equilibrium in the model.
If o - ^-h the above condition can not hold since
a quantity can not at the same time be larger and smaller
than zero. Again any decrease in desired need level would
not affect the ability of the model to reach an
equilibrium.
One element of mans ability set has been defined and
represented in the model, the rate at which he can aquire
and utilize resources in the environment. A decrease in
man's ability could be represented by decreasing the value
of this variable




The inequality can be destroyed unless t^ 31 O a case
represented by a resource very, very close to man. An
increase in man's ability would not reduce the possibility
of the model reaching an equilibrium, since the inequality can
not be destroyed if the sign of o is changed.
Decrease in need time would have the following
effect
let







The inequality is destroyed unless ^E.^ is zero, a
situation represented by the resources being very, very
close to man. If the need time is increased the possibility
of an equlibrium is not hindered. If the inequality is
destroyed the condition that represents man's ability to
aquire and utilize elements of the environment within the
required time is destroyed, thus man is unable to survive.
It is not to be infered from this discussion that
these are the only variables that can affect the equilibrium
of the model, in addition it is noted that any change of the
decision rules will modify the manner in which the model
arrives at its equilibrium, that is, a change in the
decision rules may cause the model to select different
environment elements to satisfy unfulfilled needs. An
analysis of the effect of different decision rules is
beyond the intent of this thesis.
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5. Summary and Conclusion.
This thesis reports the first phase of a project that
will investigate the behavior of emerging nation - states.
The first phase of the project developed a model of man by
representing the interaction between man and his environment
in terms of man's needs, abilities, knowledge, and decision
rules. The study demonstrated that an equilibrium exists
at some combination of the variables representing man's
needs and abilities and the variables representing the
environment.
It is felt that the work assigned to the first phase
of the project has been completed and the author is prepared
to move to the second phase of the project and begin an
investigation of the basis of cooperation and conflict.
It should be noted that the work of the first phase
need not necessarily be followed immediately by the work
outlined for the second phase. It may be profitable to
investigate the model of learning developed as a by-product
of phase one work. The details of this sub-model may offer
some value by way of the insights provided into the different
types of learning. It is felt that the sub-model provides
a realistic representation of learning with out resorting
to the traditional response-reinforcement < formulation.
i
It is felt that the sub-model should be pursued in a effort
to test it's validity in more general circumstances.
Finally it is felt that some value might be gained
by examining the model with a different set of decision
35
rules. The deterministic rules now used, while generating
a realistic model, could be replaced by a set of
probabilistic decision rules. It is felt that the
probabilistic formulation should be investigated, as a
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